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Urban Villa

David Rockwell

TriBeCa Penthouse

Grzywinski+Pons combine the best of boutique
with the comforts of extended stay

The celebrated designer marks
thirty years of hospitality design

Axel Vervoordt masterminds rough luxe living
at Robert de Niro’s Greenwich Hotel

ROYAL BOTANIA
Vigor
Vigor combines modern simplicity with the timeless appeal of wood,
creating a collection that will not date. A visual trademark comes
in the form of the dovetail joint, with rough teak and mahogany
top beams jointed to aluminium base frames. The Vigor Modular
Lounge is comprised of low base units, providing a platform for
customisation with cushions, back and side rests. The aluminium
base is available in the original white, plus black and sand fi nishes.
www.royalbotania.com

SUMMIT FURNITURE
Linley Additions
Phase II of the Linley for Summit collection has been revealed,
including an adjustable chaise longue, a dining side chair and table.
Made from the fi nest plantation-grown teak, a sustainable resource
and Summit hallmark, the collection illustrates the ongoing synergy
between British design house Linley and Summit. The company’s
track record of collaborations with distinguished American and
European designers to create handcrafted furniture has resulted in
award-winning designs.
www.summitfurniture.com

TUUCI
Dual Cantilever Classic

TRIBU
Tosca

The Plantation Max Dual
Cantilever Classic is art and
engineering, resulting in a
double parasol providing shade
from one unit. Featuring a 4:1
tandem-retrieving crank system,
the Dual Cantilever is simple to
operate. Its solo crank gently
glides open both shades, offering
a clear passage and uninterrupted
ambience. It is designed with
an ultra strong aluminiummilled fulcrum and automatic
telescoping mast to allow the
canopy to close effortlessly.

The Tosca collection is a result
of a collaboration with Italian
designer Monica Armani,
characterised by soft, curved
design and oversied braiding.
Simultaneously warm and
inviting, stylish and intriguing,
the subdued natural colours
emphasise the feeling of
discreet luxury. The collection
consists of a clubchair, sofas,
daybed, lounger, coffee tables,
armchair and dining table
with an oval, ceramic top.
www.tribu.com

www.tuuci.com
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